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1 Introduction to the Problem

Modern database schemata are often large and complex, and a single user typically is afforded only

limited access through a window, known as a view. The problemof supporting updates systematically

through such views has long been known to be a difficult problem. Traditionally, the approach has

been to limit the allowed updates to those which avoid or substantially limit so-calledupdate anoma-

lies; that is, changes which are not visible within the view itself. Unfortunately, the collection of

such updates, which are defined by the so-calledconstant-complement strategy[BS81], [Heg04], is

severely limited, and traditional extensions afford only amoderate increase in flexibility.

In the research proposed here, a different approach to the view-update problem is taken. If a user

of a given view cannot perform a given update without side effects, then that user must enlist the

cooperation of other users, having update rights on other views, in such a way that all changes to the

global database are visible to, and authorized by, at least one of the cooperating users.

2 Completed Work

Update by cooperation requires a way of modelling database schemata in which the users of distinct

views can cooperate in a meaningful way. The key idea is to represent the main schema as the

interconnection of ofdatabase components. The utility of such components was first forwarded by

Thalheim and his coworkers [ST04] [Tha05] [ST06]. The completed work of this research program

builds upon these ideas as follows.

A view-based model of database components: The components of Thalheim are based upon aco-

designapproach [Tha03] in which the database applications form anintegral part of the component.

While such components are useful in a process of software development for database applications, for

the research program described here, a model of components which recaptures traditional database

schemata, and in particular the decoupling of the schema from its applications, is essential. The

foundations for such a component-based model have been developed by the author [Heg08b]. Each

component corresponds roughly to a user view of the large schema which is defined by their inter-

connection. If an update to a given component cannot be realized while holding all other components

constant (i.e., via a constant-complement strategy), then that update must be realized via updates to

additional components, through the cooperation of users authorized to update those components.
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Models of component update via cooperation: In [HS07], a first proof-of-concept model of how

such updates are managed was forwarded, consisting of a completely egalitarian model of cooperation

in which all users have absolute rights over their own components, together with a global model of

inter-component communication. A more sophisticated model has just been developed [HS08] which

includes a hierarchy of authority (so that one component cancoerceanother to support an update), a

corresponding notion of access rights for database components which is an extension of the rôle-based

model of access control [Bal90] [FKC07], and a model of localized access control which resembles

those used in distributed database systems [LBK02, Ch. 26].

The theoretical foundations for enforcing minimality on cooperative updates: Despite the coop-

erative nature of this model of update, it is important that only changes which support the initial

request, without “pork-barrel” additions, be allowed; thus an appropriate notion of minimality of an

extension of an update from one component to others is necessary. It is often the case that using sim-

ple measures based upon the tuples which are altered is inadequate; rather, a notion which also looks

a changes within the tuples is also necessary. To this end, aspart of this overall research program, a

theory ofinformation contentand its minimization in the update process has been developed by the

author during the past year [Heg08a] [Heg08c].

3 The Proposed Research

The proposed research is a continuation of a collaboration with Peggy Schmidt and Bernhard Thal-

heim of the Information Systems Engineering Group at Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Ger-

many. It will build upon the foundational results reported in [HS07], [Heg08b], [HS08], [Heg08a],

and [Heg08c] and described above, in the following ways.

Support for non-monotonic negotiation: In both [HS07] and [HS08], the negotiation process is

monotonic, in the sense that an update request, as it is propagated through the components, can only be

refined. There is no facility which permits an actor to present a true counterproposal which conflicts

with aspects of the existing proposal, and for the initial proposer then to agree to a modification. Of

course, such properties are essential for models of real-world negotiation. While the representation

of such properties is simple in principle, identifying useful conditions under which the negotiation

process can be proven to terminate has been difficult. Work will continue on this central topic.
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The connection between update via cooperation and workflow: The classical topic ofworkflow

involves the systematic modelling of processes which require the coordinated interaction of several

actors [AH02]. It has long been known that such models play animportant rôle in the context of infor-

mation systems [FGHW88] [AAA*96] [RS95]. The model of cooperative update clearly involves a

workflow, as the negotiation process proceeds and requests are passed from actor to actor. In general,

a cooperative update request will not define a fixed workflow, but rather will impose constraints on

the family of workflows which will lead to its realization. A goal of this part of the proposed research

is to make this association explicit, as a theory ofquery-based workflow construction. In other words,

an active query (i.e., an update) to a single component defines a family of workflowswhich may be

used in its realization as a cooperative update of the interconnected components.

The modelling of workflows defined by update via cooperation using BPMN: In the practical

modelling of applications, BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) [Gro06] has seen increas-

ingly widespread use, particularly as a standard method of representing the associated workflow

[Whi04]. Since the central examples of component-based update are interactive business models,

it is important to understand how BPMN relates to the workflowdefined by database components,

and so this topic will also be investigated as part of this phase of the project.

The application of minimality defined via information content to update by cooperation: The

ideas of information content which were developed in [Heg08a] and [Heg08c] and identified in Sec-

tion 2 are highly theoretical in nature and apply to general update processes. In this phase of the

proposed research, these ideas will be adapted specificallyto the problem of ensuring that interac-

tive, negotiated updates do not contain any superfluous “pork-barrel” additions which were added by

opportunistic users.

An executable model of database components and update by cooperation: Purely theoretical

models often contain pitfalls which are difficult to detect.Therefore, to validate the theoretical under-

pinnings, an executable model of interconnected components is being developed using the CoreASM

extensible ASM execution engine [FGG07], which is in turn based uponAbstract State Machines

[BS03]. Work will continue on this simulation model during the course of the proposed research.
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